
Self assessment tool for UAVs / Drones
How well does your organisation comply with the 12 guiding 
principles of the surveillance camera code of practice? 

Complete this easy to use self assessment tool to find out if you do.

Using this tool

This self assessment tool will help you and your organisation identify if you’re complying with the 
principles in the code. It should be completed in conjunction with the surveillance camera code of 
practice (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/surveillance-camera-code-of-practice). The tool 
will help you show how well you comply with each principle. It is possible to be largely compliant with 
some principles and to fall short against others. As a result you will note that at the end of the questions 
against each principle there is a space to include an action plan. This is to enable you to put actions in 
place over the next year to improve your compliance to that principle. These boxes can also be used to 
make a note of what evidence you could produce if required to show your compliance to that principle.

The document contains a combination of open and closed questions. For the open questions there is a 
limit on how much you can write, so please feel free to include any additional notes as an annex to the 
document – there are additional blank pages at the end of the tool.

We do not want you to send the self assessment response to us. However, in the interest of 
transparency we encourage you to publish the self assessment on your website.

The self assessment is for you to satisfy yourself and those that you surveille that you meet the principles 
and identify any additional work to show compliance.

We would like you to let us know that you have completed this document as this will enable us to 
understand the level of uptake. Also please let us know if you will be interested in working towards 
certification against the surveillance camera code of practice in the near future or just be added to our 
mailing list.

PLEASE COMPLETE ALL QUESTIONS

Please forward any feedback to scc@sccommissioner.gsi.gov.uk

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/surveillance-camera-code-of-practice
mailto:scc%40sccommissioner.gsi.gov.uk?subject=


Principle 1
Use of a surveillance camera system must always be for a specified purpose which is in pursuit of a 
legitimate aim and necessary to meet an identified pressing need.

1. Have you translated principle 1 into clear objectives to meet your pressing need?  Yes     No

 If so what are they?

2. Have you considered the requirement of the end user?  Yes     No

3. Is the system being used for any other purpose other than those specified?  Yes     No

 If so please explain

4. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 1?
Action plan

 Yes     No



Principle 2
The use of a surveillance camera system must take into account its effect on individuals and their 
privacy, with regular reviews to ensure its use remains justified.

1. Do you review your system regularly?  Yes     No

2. Have you conducted privacy impact assessments?  Yes     No

3. Do you publish your privacy impact assessments and reviews?   Yes     No

4. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 2?
Action plan

 Yes     No

Principle 3
There must be as much transparency in the use of a surveillance camera system as possible, including 
a published contact point for access to information and complaints.

1. Do you publicise the use of Drone cameras in your area?  Yes     No

2. Does the publicity highlight the point of contact?  Yes     No

3. Has there been proportionate consultation and engagement with the public 
and partners to establish that there is a legitimate aim and a pressing need for 
the surveillance camera system?

 Yes     No

4. Does your publication of information include the procedures and safeguards 
that are in place, impact assessments undertaken, performance statistics and 
other management information?

 Yes     No

5. Do you have a complaints procedure in place?  Yes     No



6. Do you make the public aware of how to escalate complaints?  Yes     No

7. Is there a defined timescale for acknowledging and responding to complaints 
and is this conveyed to the complainant at the outset? 

 Yes     No

8. Do you publish the number and nature of complaints received?  Yes     No

9. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 3?
Action plan

 Yes     No

Principle 4
There must be clear responsibility and accountability for all surveillance camera system activities 
including images and information collected, held and used.

1. What arrangements are in place to provide clear responsibility and accountability?

2. Are all staff aware of their responsibilities?  Yes     No

3. Please explain how you ensure the lines of responsibility are adhered to.



4. If you share drone infrastructure, is it clear what each partner organisation is 
responsible for and what the individual obligations are?

 Yes     No

5. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 4?

 Action plan

 Yes     No

Principle 5
Clear rules, policies and procedures must be in place before a surveillance camera system is used, 
and these must be communicated to all who need to comply with them.

1. Do you have clear policies and procedures which help ensure that any legal 
obligations affecting the use of such a system are addressed?

 Yes     No

 If so please specify.

2. Are the rules, policies and procedures part of an induction process for all staff?  Yes     No

3. Do users receive training appropriate to their role?  Yes     No

4. How do you ensure that all system users remain up to date and efficient with relevant operational, 
technical, privacy considerations, policies and procedures?



5. Do you contract out drone services?  Yes     No

 If yes, how do you ensure operators supplied under a contract for drone 
services for surveillance purposes are aware of and up to date with:

i. Your Force policies and procedures in respect of the use of the system.
ii. Relevant operational and technical requirements, privacy and data protection 

legislation

6. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 5?
Action plan

 Yes     No

Principle 6
No more images and information should be stored than that which is strictly required for the stated 
purpose of a surveillance camera system, and such images and information should be deleted once 
their purposes have been discharged.

1. On what basis is the data retained and for how long?

2. Do you have an auditable process for reviewing data (including images) and 
managing their retention?

 Yes     No

3. Are there any time constraints in the event of the enforcement agency not 
taking advantage of the opportunity to view the retained data?

 Yes     No

4. Are there any time constraints which might affect external parties from viewing 
the data?

 Yes     No

5. Do you retain all evidential data relating to a reported incident until such time 
as the incident is resolved and/or all data have been passed on to official third 
parties?

 Yes     No



6. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 6?
Action plan

 Yes     No

Principle 7
Access to retained images and information should be restricted and there must be clearly defined 
rules on who can gain access and for what purpose such access is granted; the disclosure of 
images and information should only take place when it is necessary for such a purpose or for law 
enforcement purposes.

1. Do you have a policy on who has access to the stored information?  Yes     No

2. Do you have a policy on disclosure of information?  Yes     No

3. What checks do you have in place to ensure that the disclosure policy is followed?

4. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 7?
Action plan

 Yes     No



Principle 8
Surveillance camera system operators should consider any approved operational, technical 
and competency standards relevant to a system and its purpose and work to meet and maintain 
those standards.

1. What approved operational, technical and competency standards relevant to a surveillance system 
and its purpose does your system meet?

2. How do you ensure that these standards are followed appropriately?

3. What steps are in place to secure certification against the approved standards?

4. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 8?

 Action plan

 Yes     No



Principle 9
Surveillance camera system images and information should be subject to appropriate security measures 
to safeguard against unauthorised access and use.

1. What security safeguards do you have in place to ensure the integrity of images and information?

2. If the system is connected across an organisational network or intranet, do 
sufficient controls and safeguards exist?

 Yes     No

3. What is the specified purpose for which the information are being used and accessed and is this 
consistent with the stated purposes?

4. Do you have preventative measures in place to guard against misuse of 
information and images?

 Yes     No

5. Are your procedures and instructions and/or guidelines regarding the storage, 
use and access of surveillance system information documented?

 Yes     No

6. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 9?
Action plan

 Yes     No



Principle 10
There should be effective review and audit mechanisms to ensure legal requirements, policies and 
standards are complied with in practice, and regular reports should be published.

1. Does your system have a review process that shows it still addresses the 
needs and delivers the benefits that justify its use?

 Yes     No

2. Have you identified any cameras that do not remain justified in meeting the 
stated purpose(s)?

 Yes     No

3. Have you conducted an evaluation in order to compare alternative interventions 
to surveillance cameras? 

 Yes     No

 If so please provide brief details.

4. Is it cost effective to continue running your surveillance camera system?  Yes     No

5. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 10? 
Action plan

 Yes     No

Principle 11
When the use of a surveillance camera system is in pursuit of a legitimate aim, and there is a pressing 
need for its use, it should then be used in the most effective way to support public safety and law 
enforcement with the aim of processing images and information of evidential value.

1. Are the data and images produced by your system of a suitable quality for the 
criminal justice system to use?

 Yes     No

2. Do you have safeguards in place to ensure the forensic integrity of the data and 
images and information including a complete audit trail?

 Yes     No



3. Do you have a policy on data storage, security and deletion?  Yes     No

4. Is the information stored in a format that is easily exportable?  Yes     No

5. Does the storage ensure the integrity and quality of original recording and the 
meta data?

 Yes     No

6. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 11? 
Action plan

 Yes     No

Principle 12
Any information used to support a surveillance camera system which compares against a reference 
database for matching purposes should be accurate and kept up to date.

1. Do you have a policy in place to ensure that the information contained on your 
database is accurate and up to date?

 Yes     No

2. Do you have a procedure for deciding when and whether an individual or 
vehicle should be included in a reference database?

 Yes     No

3. What policies are in place to determine how long information remains in the reference database?

4. Are all staff aware of when surveillance becomes covert surveillance under the 
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA) 2000?

 Yes     No



5. Have you identified any areas where further action is required to more fully 
conform with the requirements of Principle 12? 
Action plan

 Yes     No
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	If so what are they: • To protect staff, patients and visitors• To protect & survey Trust premises and Trust assets• To increase personal & patient safety and reduce the fear of crime• To reduce incidents of violence and aggression to staff & public• To support the Police in reducing and detecting crime
	If so please explain: 
	Action plan: 
	Action plan_2: As the SUA system was only introduced on 21st August 2017 the annual review will not take place until 1st April 2018. The system has been reviewed internally by Trust governance committees and Executive Team in August 2017 so will form part of the annual report to the Board from 1st April 2018The privacy impact assessment flight operations and reviews alongside the monthly reports will be published on the Trust web site from 1st October 2017.
	Action plan_3: A full list of frequently asked question (FAQs) has been produced, is available on request and included on the Trust external surveillance camera web page.
	What arrangements are in place to provide clear responsibility and accountability: Responsibility and accountability for the system are available in the policy, SUA operations manual, privacy impact assessment, notice and information risk assessment. All documents are available to the public on the Trust web site.
	Please explain how you ensure the lines of responsibility are adhered to: The lines of responsibility are clearly outlined in all relevant Trust governance documents and the dedicated web page.All staff are fully conversant with the Trust policies, Operational Procedures, Assessment and  SUA operations manual aligned to CAA requirements.
	Action plan_4: 
	If so please specify: Trust Surveillance Camera PolicyOperational ProceduresAssignment InstructionsSUA Public FAQs DocumentSUA Operations ManualTrust 'Hospital Eyes' web page
	technical privacy considerations policies and procedures: Information relevant to to Trust camera systems is communicated to all staff and contractors via regular team focus groups, monthly contracting meetings and weekly tasking meetings. These involve the Trust security management team, contractor regional and branch managers, technical installation and maintenance staff, alongside the site manager, team supervisors and officers. Both pilots fly regularly have have a minimum hours requirement.
	legislation: 
	Action plan_5: Further actions required in respect of securing quality standards that refer specifically to drone use. This is a very new concept to the NHS. However the following documents have formed the process of the Trust surveillance strategy to date and is embedded into future use of SUAs:Greater Manchester Police - Ethics CodeHampshire Constabulary - General Operating Procedures & Privacy Impact AssessmentSurveillance Road Map v3.5
	On what basis is the data retained and for how long: It will be rare for images to be retained but if so they will be  retained for a period of 31 days and only for the purposes and objectives the system. Footage not required will be deleted immediately on the aircraft landing. Evidential footage is retained for required incidents only and only in accordance with nationally specified NHS retention periods and existing Trust polic
	Action plan_6: 
	What checks do you have in place to ensure that the disclosure policy is followed: The system is subject to overview by the Trust Information Governance Department and standing Committee. It is regularly audited to ensure compliance with Trust policies, procedures and national advice & guidance. All subject access requests are processed by the Head of Unit and Information Governance Manager. There are data sharing arrangements in place (One Barnsley) for other agencies - police, local authority etc.
	Action plan_7: No
	and its purpose does your system meet: The SUA (drone) is regularly maintained and checked prior to every flight along with the camera and gimbal. All firmware and 'No Fly Zone' database updates are immediatelycompleted on notification. The SD card is cleared prior to every flight so data retained is newly acquired. The UAV service operates to the highest possible quality standards for operational and legal performance. The pilots are NQE qualified, hold permissions from the CAA (PfCO) and operate within the parameters of CAP 722, 393 and the Air Navigation Order 2016.
	How do you ensure that these standards are followed appropriately: Each flight must be risk assessed with a flight plan in place. The aircraft electronically and accurately logs each flight which includes, times, dates, height, length of flight, navigational and flight conditions alongside camera and gimbal positions. A full maintenance log is maintained for each aircraft.
	What steps are in place to secure certification against the approved standards: The Trust SUA system delivers to a monitored, audited high standard in all current areas of operation. All flight logs are open to inspection by the CAA, AAIB, local police and Trust Executive. The unit has a recognised non-executive director for oversight with the Trust Chairman currently holding this post. The operations manual has to be submitted for approval by the CAA on an annual basis.
	Action plan_8: Ongoing reviews of the the system will include exploring all approved standards and future certification against these and/or other international standards. As Barnsley Hospital is the first NHS organisation to consider deploying aerial assets active learning is taking place from other emergency service units i.e. Dorset, Devon and Cornwall Drone Unit.
	What security safeguards do you have in place to ensure the integrity of images and information: Access is controlled to all areas where the system either operates, is monitored or contains hardware. The unit offices have monitored electronic access control and PIN code, all visitors are monitored and must be clearly identified. All footage not required is deleted on termination of each flight. The SD card on the aircraft can be remotely re-formatted should there be any risk to the data and all information stored on remote devices is deleted immediately.
	consistent with the stated purposes: The information is only used for the legitimate objectives outlined in Trust policies and images can only be requested via subject access requests and third parties in respect of the investigation and detection of crime or public safety incidents. Internal requests have to be authorised by a Trust Director or senior HR Business Partner. All requests are facilitated in accordance with national guidance, legislation and codes of practice.
	Action plan_9: The SUA technology in use is professional grade and loss of signal, failures or ‘flyways’ are extremely rare. The BSU operations manual clearly outlines the process which include:The aircraft must always be flown within visual line of sight (VLOS) and within a 400ft high and 500 metres distance ‘bubble’. It will always be in sight of the pilot and observer.Flyaway – Return to Home capability and full tracking capability. Pilot can cut the motors for an immediate safe descent.Loss of radio signal – Aircraft will return to take-off point if radio transmission is lost for more than 3 seconds.The system allows for the remote reformatting of the SD card carried on the aircraft. In the case of a flyaway or loss of the aircraft the card would be reformatted from the remote controller ensuring the deletion of all data.Prior to any flight a full radio, wi-fi spectrum analysis will be undertaken to ensure no radio interference that will affect Trust IT or the aircraft. Any interference or attempt to ‘highjack’ the aircraft is immediately highlighted on the control display.
	If so please provide brief details: Alternatives considered as options to any UAV deployment:• Extended patrols by security staff – Limited resources• ‘Dummy’ cameras and security fittings as deterrent value – if required as evidence, possible breach of public/staff & evidential credibility of systems.• Enhanced support from hospital volunteers and increased numbers• Robust protective security infrastructure i.e. access control, doors locks, viewing panels etc. 
	Action plan_10: In respect of coherence and security of information, it is not only the aircraft technology but a required system mindset. Following very closely on from the introduction of body worn video, the Business Security Unit is addressing information security from a total solution standpoint: gathering the data (or deleting as soon as possible), processing and then integrating with our solutions environment to deal with all data effectively. In respect of Trust CCTV and BWV this has already achieved SCCO certification.
	Action plan_11: Further consultation has been arranged with staff side representatives to provide assurance in respect of staff privacy and patient dignity.
	What policies are in place to determine how long information remains in the reference database:  Only footage retained for legitimate evidential reasons is held and is only kept in accordance with the NHS national information retention schedules.Trust Information Governance Policies & Procedures and Surveillance Camera/Security Policies.
	Action plan_12: 
	Additional Information: Date of Document - August 2017Authorised Officer - Business Security Specialist - Chief Pilot                                Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation TrustContact Details - 01226 431387Head of Business Security - PilotContact Details - 01226 431386Officer - Surveillance Camera Administrator              Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation TrustContact Details - 01226 431889Date of Document Review - December 2017
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